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Abstract 14 

 Aesthetically appealing thrust systems and related large-scale anticlines, in both active and 15 

fossil foreland fold-and-thrust belts, and the economic potential associated with them, have captured 16 

the interest of structural geologists for many decades. As a consequence, a large amount of data on 17 

sub-seismic deformation patterns from thrust-related anticlines is available in the literature. We 18 

provide a review of deformation pattern templates from field data in foreland fold-and-thrust-belts 19 

and show that the most frequent trends of sub-seismic syn-orogenic deformation structures hosted 20 

in km-scale thrust-related folds frequently and paradoxically indicate a syn-thrusting strike-slip 21 

stress field configuration, with a near-vertical s2 and a sub-horizontal s3, rather than a contractional 22 

one where the latter is expected to be the vertical principal axis of the stress ellipsoid. This apparent 23 

inconsistency between sub-seismic syn-orogenic deformation structures and stress field orientation 24 

is here named “the s2 paradox”. Field data support a possible explanation of the paradox, provided 25 
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by the major role played by inherited early-orogenic extensional deformation structures on thrust 26 

fault nucleation. Nucleation of major thrusts and their propagation is facilitated and driven by the 27 

positive inversion and linkage of the early-orogenic sub-seismic extensional inheritance developed 28 

in the foreland basin. This process eventually leads to the development of large reverse fault zones 29 

and can occur both in contractional and strike-slip stress field configurations. 30 

 31 

1. Introduction 32 

 Many of the most prolific hydrocarbon systems in the world are hosted in foreland fold-and-33 

thrust belts, where oil migration and accumulation is controlled by deformation structure networks. 34 

The use of deformation pattern templates for supporting predictions in reservoirs has significantly 35 

contributed to an impressive number of structural studies in foreland fold-and-thrust belts and in the 36 

adjacent foreland basin systems (De Celles and Giles, 1996) since the late 60's (Stearns, 1968; 37 

Stearns and Friedman, 1972; McQuillan, 1974; Engelder and Geiser, 1980; Geiser and Sansone, 38 

1981; Hancock, 1985; Marshak and Engelder 1985; Price and Cosgrove, 1990; Srivastava and 39 

Engelder, 1990; Gray and Mitra, 1993; Mitra et al, 1984; Protzman and Mitra, 1990; Ferrill and 40 

Groshong, 1993; Lemiszki et al., 1994; Holl and Anastasio, 1995; Railsback and Andrews, 1995; 41 

Thorbjornsen and Dunne, 1997; Fischer and Jackson, 1999; Lacombe et al., 1999; Storti and 42 

Salvini, 2001; Silliphant et al., 2002; Graham et al., 2003; Sans et al., 2003; Bellahsen et al., 2006a; 43 

Wennberg et al., 2006; Lacombe et al., 2006, 2011; Tavani et al., 2006a; Lash and Engelder, 2007; 44 

Stephenson et al., 2007; Ahmadhadi et al.,2007, 2008; Amrouch et al, 2010a; Evans, 2010; Savage 45 

et al., 2010; Casini et al., 2011; Shackleton et al., 2011; Tavani et al., 2011a, 2011b; Beaudoin et al., 46 

2012; Keating et al., 2012; Tavani et al., 2012a; Awdal et al., 2013; Carminati et al., 2013, among 47 

others). A common observation in the great majority of this kind of study is the occurrence, in 48 

cylindrical folds, of a deformation pattern characterized by (i) contractional and extensional 49 

deformation structures trending parallel to the fold axis (longitudinal structures), (ii) extensional 50 

deformation structures trending perpendicular to the fold axis direction, and (iii) conjugate strike-51 



slip faults trending at high angle to the fold axis direction (e.g. Hancock, 1985; Cooper, 1992). The 52 

latter two are defined as transversal structures (e.g. Storti and Salvini, 1996) (Fig. 1). 53 

 The Andersonian theory of faulting (Anderson, 1951) predicts for orogenic systems a 54 

contractional stress ellipsoid with a vertical minimum principal axis s3. This assumption has 55 

enjoyed widespread adoption in analytical (e.g. Elliott, 1976; Chapple, 1978; Davis et al., 1983; 56 

Dahlen et al., 1984; Fletcher, 1989) and numerical models (e.g. Koons 1995; Beaumont et al., 1996; 57 

Simpson, 2011; Ruh et al., 2012) of thrust wedge dynamics and kinematics. Field-based structural 58 

geology and deformation microstructure analysis (e.g. calcite twins), document that the principal 59 

axis s3 has been mostly sub-horizontal over large areas, both before and during thrusting (e.g. 60 

Lacombe et al., 2012). This observation that s3 rather than s2 is horizontal in fold and thrust belts, 61 

implies stresses associated with strike-slip rather than compression, and is referred to here as the s2 62 

paradox. In the following sections, we provide a review of the typical structural assemblages that 63 

occur in the different sectors of foreland fold-and-thrust belts and foreland basin systems, with the 64 

twofold purpose of: (1) discussing how inherited extensional structures developed during foreland 65 

flexure/foredeep formation can provide properly oriented discontinuities facilitating the nucleation 66 

of large thrusts, even when s3 instead of s2 lies on fault surfaces; (2) placing constraints on the 67 

stress field evolution before and during thrusting, showing and discussing a robust explanation of 68 

the s2 paradox. Available data, in fact, suggest for two early-orogenic extensional stress field 69 

configurations characterised by mutually perpendicular layer-parallel stretching directions, 70 

respectively (Fig. 2). This deformation predates layer parallel shortening (LPS), which very 71 

frequently occurs in a strike-slip stress field configuration. Subsequent thrusting and fold 72 

amplification may imply a severe time-space dependent reorganisation of the stress field that, in the 73 

majority of the structural positions within folds, can continue to be characterised by a sub-74 

horizontal s3. 75 

  76 

2. Deformation structure patterns in foreland fold-and-thrust belts 77 



 Despite its apparent simplicity (Fig. 1), the deformation pattern recorded in fold-and-thrust-78 

belts typically results from a long-lasting pathway that can be schematically simplified in six major 79 

stages (Fig. 2): (i) foreland flexuring, taking place in the peripheral bulge and in the outermost 80 

region of the foredeep; (ii) along-strike stretching, occurring in the foredeep; (iii) layer-parallel 81 

shortening, which may occur both in the innermost region of the foredeep and at the toe of thrust 82 

wedges; (iv) syn-folding deformation sensu-stricto, occurring during the growth of thrust-related 83 

anticlines; (v) late stage fold tightening; (vi) gravity-driven extensional deformation.  84 

 85 

2.1 Foreland-flexuring 86 

 Convergent plate margins are characterised by the development of extensional deformation 87 

structures such as joints, veins and dilation bands, oriented parallel to the belt-foreland basin system 88 

(Fig. 3a). These structures, which form the older syn-orogenic assemblage, are associated with the 89 

flexure of the downgoing lithosphere. Flexuring causes outer-arc extension in the peripheral bulge 90 

and in the outermost sector of the foredeep (Turcotte and Schubert, 1982; Bradley and Kidd, 1991; 91 

Doglioni 1995; Langhi et al., 2011). The minimum principal axis of the stress ellipsoid s3 lies on 92 

the bedding surfaces and strikes perpendicular to the foredeep trend. The effective minimum 93 

principal axis of the stress ellipsoid can attain negative values in the shallow sub-surface, while the 94 

effective minimum stress can attain negative values also at depth. Development of longitudinal 95 

extensional faults with rather constant, high cutoff angles during this stage, indicates that the 96 

overburden favours a stress field with a positive and sub-vertical s1. Perpendicularity between 97 

bedding and s1 in the entire peripheral bulge area ensures that slip along bedding-parallel 98 

anisotropies is inhibited. The s2 principal axis of the stress ellipsoid strikes orthogonal to the s1-99 

s3 plane, that is sub-horizontal and parallel to the peripheral bulge trend. Foreland flexure-related 100 

deformation structures are increasingly documented in both exposed foreland areas and within the 101 

adjacent fold-and-thrust belt frontal regions (Calamita and Deiana, 1980; Scisciani et al., 2001; Billi 102 

and Salvini, 2003; Mazzoli et al., 2005; Lash and Engelder, 2007; Casini et al., 2011; Beaudoin et 103 



al., 2012; Quintà and Tavani, 2012; Tavani et al., 2012a). Foreland flexure-related extensional faults 104 

are frequently imaged in seismic cross-sections across foreland areas (Fig. 3b) (e.g. Lorenzo et al., 105 

1998; Matenco and Bertotti, 2000; Ranero et al., 2003). During this early deformation stage, 106 

longitudinal jointing, veining, and extensional faulting may occur at different locations, depending 107 

on factors including syn-orogenic sediment thickness, as well as curvature and elastic thickness of 108 

the lithosphere. Jointing is expected in the maximum curvature area and at the shallower structural 109 

levels, as there the fiber-stress can allow for negative values of s3 (stage 1.1 in Figure 3a). The 110 

presence of fluids can widen the lateral and vertical extent of the area where the effective minimum 111 

stress equals the tensile strength of the intact rock (stage 1.2 in Figure 3a). As the thickness of syn-112 

orogenic sediments increases toward the belt, the maximum principal axis of the stress ellipsoid s1 113 

increases as well, favouring extensional faulting in a hinterlandward position with respect to the 114 

maximum curvature area (stage 1.3 in Figure 3a). Transversal extensional deformation structures, 115 

oriented perpendicular to the longitudinal ones, can also form during flexuring (e.g. Destro, 1995; 116 

Quintà and Tavani, 2012). They include cross-joints (e.g. Gross, 1993) associated with stress release 117 

(requiring negative values of s2; Bai et al., 2002), and release faults accommodating hanging wall 118 

fault-parallel stretching induced by the lateral decrease of fault displacement (Destro, 1995; 119 

Medwedeff and Krantz, 2002) (Fig. 4). Joints, veins, and dilation bands developed during foreland 120 

flexuring are oriented perpendicular to bedding, while extensional faults have constant cutoff 121 

angles. Diagnostic features of these deformation structures, allowing one to recognise them when 122 

the hosting layers are incorporated into fold-and-thrust belts, include: (1) constant strike over large 123 

areas, since these structures respond to a lithospheric scale process; (2) the preservation of their 124 

angular relationships with bedding at different bedding dip values; (3) the crosscutting/abutting 125 

relationships with respect to shortening-related structures; (4) the lack, within the same mechanical 126 

unit, of significant frequency variability in the different structural positions across thrust-related 127 

folds. The last point is particularly important, since: (i) foreland flexuring-related deformation 128 

structures may undergo syn-folding reactivation, which modifies their original croscutting 129 



relationships; (ii) similar deformation structures having the same trend and the same constant 130 

angular relationships with bedding may develop during thrusting and folding, but only in some 131 

specific sectors of the folds. 132 

 133 

2.2 Along-foredeep stretching 134 

 Progressive underthrusting of the lower plate lithosphere causes rock migration from the 135 

foreland flexured zone into the monoclinal-dipping area of the foredeep. Lateral variability and 136 

terminations of orogenic systems impose along-strike curved profiles to foredeeps (Fig. 5), which 137 

are attained by along-strike stretching. When the across strike curvature is negligible, this process 138 

can cause s3 to become oriented almost parallel to both bedding and foredeep trend (Quintà and 139 

Tavani, 2012). The amount of foredeep parallel stretching increases with increasing subsidence in 140 

the central region and, in many cases, s3 can become negative. At this stage, the sedimentary 141 

overburden still provides the maximum acting stress and, consequently, s2 is oriented perpendicular 142 

to the trend of the foredeep. In essence, the transition from foreland flexure to the along-strike 143 

stretched foredeep implies interchange of s2 and s3, as the peripheral bulge and the foredeep axial 144 

trend are parallel. In many cases, where foreland flexuring has implied weak deformation, 145 

transverse extensional structures can represent the first syn-orogenic assemblage. This has been 146 

described for example in the Brunei deepwater fold and thrust belt (Morley et al., 2014), where 147 

polygonal faults developed in an isotropic stress field grade into transverse extensional faults 148 

approaching the fold and thrust belt (Fig. 6a). During along strike-stretching, joints are expected to 149 

develop in the upper portion of the sedimentary pile (Figs. 4, 6b,c), while with increasing depth and 150 

degree of diagenesis, the tensile strength can be overcame only in the case of fluid-assisted 151 

deformation. In such environmental conditions, s3 attains positive values and the vertical stress (s1) 152 

increases, thus favouring shear failure. The amount of along-strike foredeep stretching can increase 153 

in the case of curved orogens (e.g. Doglioni, 1995; Zhao and Jacobi, 1997; Whitaker and Engelder, 154 

2006), because in this case it derives from the sum of cross-sectional and longitudinal curvature.  155 



 156 

2.3 Layer parallel shortening (LPS) 157 

 Approaching the fold-and-thrust belt toe, the magnitude of the sub-horizontal component of 158 

the stress field, oriented parallel to the tectonic transport direction, increases until it exceeds the 159 

magnitude of the sub-vertical component. This is documented by finite strain data (e.g. Holl and 160 

Anastasio, 1995; Sans et al., 2003), and by the simple observation that the occurrence of 161 

contractional deformation structures increases towards the thrust wedge toe (e.g. Geiser and 162 

Engelder, 1983; Mitra et al., 1984). The site where the sub-horizontal principal axis of the stress 163 

ellipsoid oriented parallel to the tectonic transport direction becomes the maximum stress 164 

component, i.e. where the s1-s2 switching occurs, defines the external boundary of the layer-165 

parallel shortening (LPS) domain (Fig. 7a). This boundary roughly coincides with the process zone 166 

of the sole thrust, as layer parallel shortening is, in essence, the mechanism by which the hanging 167 

wall accommodates the forelandward cross-sectional decrease of displacement, while the footwall 168 

does not deform (Fig. 7b) (e.g. Engelder and Engelder, 1977; Cooper et al, 1983; Williams and 169 

Chapman, 1983; Geiser, 1988; Evans and Dunne, 1991; Lacombe and Mouthereau, 1999; Koyi et 170 

al., 2004). LPS has been firstly described in North America (Nickelsen, 1966; Crosby, 1969; 171 

Engelder and Engelder, 1977; Allmendinger, 1982) and it is widely recognised in almost all the 172 

fold-and-thrust belts of the world, including the Appalachians (Engelder and Engelder, 1977; Geiser 173 

and Engelder, 1983; Wiltschko et al., 1985; Evans and Dunne, 1991), the Apennines (e.g. Alvarez et 174 

al., 1978; Geiser, 1988; Tavarnelli, 1997), the Norwegian Caledonides (Morley, 1986a), the 175 

Pyrenean Orogen (e.g. Averbuch et al., 1992; Rocher et al., 2000; Koyi et al., 2004; Tavani et al., 176 

2006a; Quintà and Tavani, 2012), the Sevier fold-and-thrust belt (e.g. Weil and Yonkee, 2012), the 177 

Laramide belt (Amrouch et al., 2010a; Beaudoin et al., 2012), the Zagros (Lacombe et al., 2006, 178 

2011; Ahmadhadi et al., 2008; Tavani et al., 2011b; Casini et al., 2011), the Himalaya (e.g. Long et 179 

al., 2011), the Andes (e.g. Gonzales and Aydin, 2008; Torres Carbonell et al., 2013), the Anti-Atlas 180 

(e.g. Ismat, 2008), the Variscan orogen of northern Europe (e.g. Morley, 1986b; Nenna and Aydin, 181 



2011), Taiwan (e.g. Lacombe et al., 1999, 2003; Chu et al., 2013), and the outer Carpathians (e.g. 182 

Mastella and Konon, 2002). 183 

 In sedimentary sequences, layer parallel shortening, formerly defined also as “lateral 184 

compaction” (e.g. Nickelsen, 1966), is accommodated by means of different deformation 185 

mechanisms in different materials and triggers development of deformation structures at both the 186 

meso- and micro-scale, so that it is recorded also by AMS in clay-rich sediments (e.g. Roure et al., 187 

2005; Aubourg et al., 2010; Robion et al., 2012). For example, poorly consolidated granular 188 

sediments in the shallower structural levels of foreland fold-and-thrust belts may undergo micro-189 

fracturing and pore-collapse accommodating compaction and volume loss (Fig. 7c) (Mollema and 190 

Antonellini, 1996), leading to preferred grain orientation (e.g, Amrouch et al., 2010b). Similarly, 191 

development of pressure solution cleavage in limestones may involve an initial pure compaction 192 

framework, which is achieved by synchronous calcite removal along stylolites and precipitation in 193 

the neighbouring pores (Fig. 7c) (e.g. Renard et al., 1997; Amrouch et al., 2010b). At this stage, 194 

shortening mainly occurs at the expense of porosity, and cases where up to 60-75% of the horizontal 195 

shortening is accommodated by consolidation and porosity loss are documented (e.g. Moore et al., 196 

2011). When pore space reduction becomes less effective, further shortening requires bi- or triaxial 197 

strain. In limestone, pressure solution can continue to operate only if a significant volume of 198 

unsaturated water can circulate within the system (e.g. Engelder and Marshak, 1985), and/or calcite 199 

is precipitated in newly created spaces, which are typically provided by fractures oriented at about 200 

90° from the pressure solution cleavage surfaces (Fig. 7d) (Fletcher and Pollard, 1981). The latter 201 

case results in a cleavage-perpendicular elongation. Consequently, pressure solution cleavage-vein 202 

pairs can be regarded as equivalents of conjugate fault systems, as both imply shortening along one 203 

direction and elongation perpendicular to it. In lithologies where dissolution is effective, pressure 204 

solution cleavage-vein systems can accommodate relatively large strain values (e.g. De Paor et al., 205 

1991). The amount of shortening associated with them is typically higher than 5%-10% (e.g. 206 

Engelder and Engelder, 1977; Alvarez et al., 1978; Hudleston and Holst, 1984; Ferrill and Dunne, 207 



1989; Protzman and Mitra, 1990; Holl and Anastasio, 1995; Evans et al., 2003). Pressure-solution 208 

cleavage-vein pairs oriented at a high angle to bedding are widely documented in carbonate rocks 209 

exposed both in foreland areas (Railsback and Andrews, 1995) and adjacent fold-and-thrust belts 210 

(e.g. Engelder and Geiser, 1980; Mitra and Yonkee, 1985; Tavarnelli, 1997; Evans and Elmore, 211 

2006; Casini et al., 2011; Tavani et al., 2012b; Weil and Yonkee, 2012). When rocks are less prone 212 

to dissolution, stylolite-vein pairs are replaced by conjugate strike-slip faults at a high angle to 213 

bedding (Fig. 7e) (e.g. Stearns, 1968; Crosby, 1969; Marshak et al., 1982; Hancock, 1985; Price and 214 

Cosgrove, 1990; Cooper, 1992; Erslev and Rogers, 1993; Erslev, 2001; De Paola et al., 2006; 215 

Lacombe et al., 2006; Tavani et al., 2006a; Ismat, 2008; Amrouch et al., 2010a; Weil and Yonkee, 216 

2012). The geometry of both strike-slip faults and pressure-solution cleavage-vein assemblages 217 

indicates a near bedding-perpendicular s2 and this means that shortening along the tectonic 218 

transport direction is accompanied by elongation along the strike of the thrust belt-foreland basin 219 

system. The expected “compressive Andersonian stress scenario” would have implied bedding-220 

parallel veins that, however, are rarely documented in foreland fold-and-thrust belts (e.g. Séjourné 221 

et al., 2005). More abundant are subsidiary folds and thrusts accommodating bedding perpendicular 222 

elongation (Fig. 7f) (e.g. Lacombe et al., 1999; Weil and Yonkee, 2012). 223 

Crucial for addressing the s2 paradox is the assessment of the relative abundance of 224 

meso-scale reverse faults versus strike-slip faults, pressure-solution cleavages and veins. This under 225 

the assumption that strain accommodated by each type of structure has the same order of 226 

magnitude. The datasets that we collected in thrust-related anticlines of many fold-and-thrust belts 227 

provide the relative abundance of meso-scale deformation structures within the same mechanical 228 

units, over representative large areas and show that reverse faults in carbonate rocks represent less 229 

than ~ 7% of the total LPS pattern; ~ 10% is represented by strike-slip faults, while pressure 230 

solution cleavage (computed only when in association with bedding perpendicular joints/veins) 231 

constitutes more than ~ 80% (Tavani et al., 2006a, 2008, 2011a, 2011b; 2012a, 2012b) (Fig. 8). It 232 

follows that deformation structures indicating bedding perpendicular s2 are about 15 times more 233 



abundant than those associated with bedding parallel s2. Such a value is expected to be significantly 234 

lower in non-carbonate layers, where the occurrence of pressure solution cleavage is negligible. 235 

Amrouch et al (2011) pointed out that during layer-parallel shortening in the Sheep Mountain 236 

Anticline (Wyoming, U.S.A.), the s2 principal axis of the stress ellipsoid was oriented near vertical, 237 

while it attained a sub-horizontal orientation during incipient folding and coeval development of 238 

reverse faults only close to the upward propagating thrust. Although opposite cases are documented 239 

(e.g. Averbuch et al., 1992; Fischer and Christensen, 2004; Neely and Erslev, 2009), the conclusion 240 

that reverse faults are generally a minor component of the LPS pattern, is supported by many241

published data. As an example, data in Crosby (1969) include only pressure-solution cleavage, veins 242 

and strike-slip faults. In the milestone paper of Geiser and Engelder (1983), pressure-solution 243 

cleavage and veins are abundantly described, while there is no mention of reverse faults. Evans and 244 

Elmore (2006) describe the LPS pattern by means of mutually orthogonal, bedding perpendicular 245 

pressure solution cleavages and veins. Finally, Chu et al (2013) report that strike-slip faults are 246 

more abundant than thrust faults in Taiwan. 247 

 248 

2.4 Folding-related deformation 249 

 Development and progressive modification of thrust-related folds determines the onset of up 250 

to six additional folding mechanisms that locally modify the regional stress field (Fig. 2): (a) 251 

bending-related tangential longitudinal strain, (b) flexural-slip, (c) syn-folding LPS, (d) deformation 252 

ahead of the upward propagating fault tip, (e) footwall syncline stretching, (f) gravity-driven 253 

extensional deformation. 254 

 255 

2.4.1 Bending- and flexural slip-related deformation  256 

Bending-related tangential longitudinal strain (e.g. Ramsay, 1967; Twiss and Moores, 1992; Lisle, 257 

1994; Fischer and Wilkerson, 2000; Bobillo-Ares et al., 2000) is probably the most widely applied 258 

folding mechanism to explain deformation patterns in exposed thrust-related anticlines, and to make 259 



predictions in folds from reflection seismic data. The sedimentary pile is assumed to behave as a 260 

bending beam (hereinafter named the mechanical layer) undergoing tangential longitudinal strain. A 261 

neutral surface divides two areas undergoing layer-parallel outer-arc extension and inner-arc 262 

shortening along the direction perpendicular to the maximum curvature (Ramsay, 1967). The 263 

neutral surface commonly migrates during fold amplification (e.g. Ramsay, 1967; Frehner, 2011), 264 

causing the mutual overprinting of extensional and contractional domains through time. Within any 265 

mechanical layer, the local amount of strain scales with the distance from the neutral surface and is 266 

inversely proportional to the curvature's radius computed along the neutral surface itself (Fig. 9a). 267 

The total amount of tangential-longitudinal strain reduces when the bending material is modelled as 268 

a pile of mechanical layers separated by frictionless surfaces (Fig 9b) (e.g. Fischer and Jackson, 269 

1999; Hudleston and Treagus, 2010). This is because layers behave independently and the strain 270 

within each bed depends on the distance from its local neutral surface. Reducing the thickness of 271 

the layers implies a reduction of the maximum strain (Fig. 9). The graph in figure 9c also shows that 272 

in parallel folds involving well-layered strata with low-friction bedding surfaces, the maximum 273 

amounts of both extension and contraction occur in the inner sector of the fold, where the curvature 274 

radius is smaller. Of the two parameters that concur to determine the amount of tangential 275 

longitudinal strain, , the curvature radius mainly relates with the large-scale thrust-fault architecture, 276 

while the thickness of the mechanical layer is essentially determined by the density of bedding-277 

parallel slip surfaces and/or layers deformed by bedding-parallel simple shear (i.e. flexural slip and 278 

flexural flow, respectively; Donath and Parker, 1964; Ramsay, 1967; Chapple and Spang 1974; 279 

Tanner, 1989). Thus, a well-layered sedimentary succession made of thin strata separated by low 280 

friction bedding surfaces will be weakly affected by tangential longitudinal strain. Conversely, in a 281 

massive carbonate unit made of poorly layered and thick strata, flexural-slip will be either inhibited 282 

or confined in some weaker layers. This causes the increase of the average thickness of the 283 

mechanical layers and, consequently, the amount of tangential-longitudinal strain. Indeed, in 284 

reservoir-scale thrust-related folds, several examples exist indicating fracturing and necking in tight 285 



and/or narrow fold hinge zones (e.g. Bazalgette et al., 2010; Amrouch et al., 2010a) where the layer 286 

thickness is only one or two orders of magnitude smaller than the curvature radius. Conversely, for 287 

more smoothed geometries where the curvature's radius exceeds hundreds or thousands of metres, 288 

the generally invoked fit between fracture density and curvature is mostly an assumption rather than 289 

an observation. In fact, the existence of a relationship between curvature and strain is commonly 290 

documented in outcrop-scale folds (e.g. Maerten and Maerten, 2006) while it is documented for km-291 

scale folds mostly in thick units (e.g. Evans and Elmore, 2006). 292 

 Curvature evolution and the associated deformation templates, are generally related to two 293 

main fold kinematics: fixed-hinge (e.g. De Sitter, 1956) and active hinge-folding (e.g. Suppe, 1983). 294 

In the first case (Fig. 10), folding is ensured by almost rigid limb rotation about fixed axial surfaces, 295 

across which negligible material migration occurs (e.g. De Sitter, 1956). Tangential-longitudinal 296 

strain and associated deformation occur in the hinge areas, with flexural slip being confined to the 297 

rotating limbs (Ramsay, 1974; Anastasio et al., 1997; Fischer and Jackson, 1999).  The deformation 298 

pattern evolution during fixed-hinge folding is schematically illustrated in figure 10. During the 299 

early stages of folding, when the anticline has a gentle geometry and a large curvature radius, 300 

curvature-related deformation occurs in the thicker competent layers, while very small amount of 301 

flexural slip/flow occurs in weaker units. Increasing shortening implies limb rotation and 302 

progressive fold tightening. Bending-related strain continues to operate in the stiffer and thicker 303 

layers and progressively starts to affect also layers deforming by flexural slip. Contextually, the 304 

amount of bedding-parallel shear progressively increases. 305 

 Active or migrating hinge folding implies the migration of material through axial zones 306 

separating roughly homogeneously dipping rock panels (Fig. 11) (e.g. Suppe, 1983). Within the 307 

axial zone, bending of the migrating material causes deformation until it enters the adjacent 308 

constant dip domain, where the deformed material is passively carried out during further translation. 309 

Accordingly, the distribution of axial surfaces within folds growing by active-hinge folding is 310 

predicted to control the time-space evolution of deformation and, in particular, it would determine 311 



fold partitioning into different deformation domains (Sanderson, 1982; Evans and Dunne, 1991; 312 

Storti and Salvini, 1996; Salvini and Storti, 2001). The deformation pattern within active axial 313 

zones is similar to that expected within fixed axial surfaces, with the addition of flexural slip. 314 

Despite few field cases (Srivastava and Engelder, 1990; Maillot and Koyi, 2006), unequivocal 315 

evidence for the migration of material across active axial surfaces is rare because it is generally 316 

expected to produce only flexural slip-related deformation. This because, for km-scale thrust related 317 

anticlines, the radius of curvature in active axial surfaces is drastically higher that in fixed ones and, 318 

with few possible exceptions, the migration of material across active axial surfaces is expected to 319 

produce mostly bedding-parallel shear, while tangential longitudinal strain would be inhibited. This 320 

was, for example, documented in the hanging-wall ramp of the Pine Mountain Thrust by Wiltschko 321 

et al (1985), who concluded that the acquisition of dip of the rocks on the ramp was primarily 322 

accomplished by bedding-plane slip on the slip surfaces which experienced a shear stress of < 100 323 

bars [10Mpa]. Bending strains in units between slip surfaces were too small to alter the pattern of 324 

layer-parallel shortening preserved in the Newman Limestone. Accordingly, the occurrence of 325 

significant tangential-longitudinal strain supports fixed hinge folding. 326 

 327 

2.4.2 Syn-folding layer parallel shortening 328 

 Wiltschko et al (1985), still referring to the Pine Mountain Thrust area, also wrote thatthe 329 

calcite [twinning] results and observations on filled joints and slip surfaces in outcrop indicate that 330 

individual beds in the Newman Limestone acted more or less independently, with slip between 331 

layers allowing nearly layer-parallel shortening. The association between slip along bed surfaces 332 

and layer-parallel shortening in tilted strata during folding, relates with the fact that nearly 333 

frictionless, low cohesion interlayers support shear stresses that are much lower than those that are 334 

necessary to trigger intrabed shear. As a consequence, the stress tensor re-orients in the proximity of 335 

slipping surfaces (e.g. Ohlmacher and Aydin, 1997), in order to keep two of the principal axes 336 

parallel to bedding and the third one perpendicular to it (Fig. 12). Stress re-orientation during 337 



flexural slip folding has been invoked to explain the following field observations in the Northern 338 

Apennines (Tavani et al., 2012a): (1) pressure solution cleavage across the mountain front anticline 339 

reduces its frequency from the limbs toward the crest; (2) pressure solution cleavage surfaces are at 340 

high angles to bedding but not exactly bedding-perpendicular and, when bedding dip is restored to 341 

horizontal, the cleavage shows small deviations from the vertical that are opposite in the two limbs 342 

and are consistent with a top-to-the-hinge shear component (Fig. 13); and (3) the strike of pressure 343 

solution cleavage, both in its present orientation and after bedding dip removal, is slightly oblique 344 

to the trend of the anticline and is perpendicular to the tectonic transport direction provided by 345 

abundant S-C structures exposed along the underlying thrust. Observations 1 and 2 point to a syn-346 

folding origin for the cleavage, while the third feature rules out any significant role of tangential 347 

longitudinal strain in cleavage development because the cleavage itself is not parallel to the strike of 348 

the fold axial surface. These observations indicate bedding-parallel stress channeling during 349 

folding, with the maximum stress orienting parallel to the regional shortening direction in map view 350 

and rotating in a vertical plane to maintain a low angle to bedding (Tavani et al., 2012a). 351 

Extensional deformation structures oriented perpendicular to both cleavage and bedding occur in 352 

many thrust-related anticlines developed in carbonate multilayers (Tavani et al., 2006a, 2008, 353 

2011a, 2012a), indicating that s3 was oriented parallel to bedding and perpendicular to the tectonic 354 

transport direction. This stress configuration can be related with the occurrence of syn-folding 355 

along-strike stretching during fold lateral propagation and arching (e.g. Dietrich, 1989; Price and 356 

Cosgrove, 1990). When transport direction and fold axis are mutually perpendicular, it is not 357 

possible to discriminate the role of the along-fold stretching from that of the regional layer-parallel 358 

and shortening-perpendicular stress component. The few examples where field data show that the 359 

shortening direction is oblique to the strike of the anticlines indicate that the orientation of 360 

transverse syn-folding extensional deformation structures is mostly controlled by the regional stress 361 

field (Tavani et al., 2011a, 2012a). Accordingly, we can deduce that at least in the available case 362 

studies, the minimum principal axis of the stress ellipsoid s3 was, “regionally” sub-horizontal and 363 



oriented at low angle to the thrust during fold growth. 364 

 The mechanism of flexural slip can operate up to a certain value of bedding dip, typically less 365 

than about 60° (e.g. De Sitter, 1956; Ramsay, 1974; Gutiérrez-Alonso and Gross, 1999), and 366 

afterwards folds almost lock. This implies that the process of bedding-parallel stress channeling 367 

becomes progressively less efficient during limb rotation until it stops when slip along bedding 368 

surfaces terminates. At this stage, the cause of stress channeling is removed and the maximum 369 

principal axis of the stress field re-attains its regional, sub-horizontal, attitude also within the fold, 370 

as later discussed in the fold tightening section. The value of bedding dip at which stress 371 

channelling along bedding stops, largely depends on the frictional properties of the folded 372 

multilayer and can be derived from the angular relationships between syn-folding deformation 373 

structures and bedding dip. As an example, in the well-layered Umbria-Marche carbonate 374 

sedimentary pile of the Northern Apennines (Italy), we found that the angle between pressure 375 

solution cleavage and bedding remains constant after bedding dip values of about 30° that, 376 

accordingly, provides the upper limit for an effective stress channelisation (Tavani et al., 2012a). 377 

 378 

2.4.3 Deformation ahead of the upward propagating fault tip and footwall syncline stretching 379 

 Folding ahead of propagating thrust ramps, i.e. fault-propagation folding, is probably the most 380 

common macro-scale mechanism to accommodate fault displacement in foreland fold-and-thrust 381 

belts (e.g. Dahlstrom, 1969; Faill, 1973; Elliott, 1976; Chapman and Williams, 1984; Suppe and 382 

Medwedeff, 1984). During fault-propagation folding, the multilayer is partitioned in faulted and 383 

unfaulted strata and, while in the former shortening can be entirely accommodated by slip along the 384 

thrust fault, unfaulted strata may require additional strain to accommodate shortening (Williams and 385 

Chapman, 1983). In the simplest model configuration, flexural slip and line-length preservation are 386 

imposed, with the above-mentioned additional deformation in the unfaulted layers being totally 387 

ensured by folding (Suppe and Medwedeff, 1990). This leads to user-friendly geometrical 388 

construction that, however, largely fails to reproduce well-constrained fault-propagation anticlines, 389 



as evidenced by the inconsistency between expected and observed inter-limb angles (e.g. Mitra, 390 

1990) and by the occurrence of unnatural growth strata patterns consisting of several growth-391 

triangles (e.g. Storti and Poblet, 1997). Several alternative solutions have been proposed to 392 

reproduce more natural fault-fold evolutions, all of them requiring internal strain of layers (Jamison, 393 

1987; Chester and Chester, 1990; Mitra, 1990; Suppe and Medwedeff, 1990; Wickham, 1995; 394 

Tavani et al., 2006b). Among them, trishear fault propagation folding is increasingly applied. This 395 

mechanism, proposed by Erslev (1991) and later implemented by other authors (e.g. Hardy and 396 

Ford, 1997; Allmendinger, 1998; Mitra and Mount, 1998; Zehnder and Allmendinger, 2000; 397 

Cardozo et al., 2011), assumes that a triangular zone emanates from the upward propagating fault 398 

tip. Typically, layers within the triangular shear zone firstly undergo shortening and thickening, both 399 

progressively reducing with increasing fault throw and tilting of bedding, until the onset of layer-400 

parallel stretching and thinning occurs. Although the trishear model is able to successfully 401 

reproduce the geometry and growth strata pattern of many natural folds, it basically neglects the 402 

role of layer-parallel anisotropies during folding. Such an extreme simplification may represent a 403 

valid assumption for many types of rock rheology, including those of poorly layered rocks and of 404 

both natural and numerical sandboxes, but it cannot be assumed as a general rule. In fact, the 405 

difficulty of applying trishear to the well-layered portions of folded packages has been pointed out, 406 

among others, by its inventor (Erslev and Mayborn, 1997). In contrast to trishear, double edge fault 407 

propagation folding (Tavani et al., 2006b) assumes a strong influence of layering during fold 408 

growth. In essence, this folding mechanism reproduces the triangular deformation zone of the 409 

trishear but it assumes that, within the deformation zone emanating from the fault tip, layer 410 

thickness is preserved and deformation entirely occurs by syn-folding layer-parallel shortening. 411 

This is itself an end-member behaviour, able to describe the deformation of well-layered materials, 412 

which can bear significant cross-sectional area loss during LPS. These two models, i.e. trishear and 413 

double-edge fault-propagation folding, apply to different mechanical stratigraphies, so that they are 414 

expected to operate together when alternating types of rheology exist. Importantly, both models 415 



predict that, in order to reproduce the natural shape of fault-propagation anticlines, additional strain 416 

is required ahead of the propagating fault tip. In agreement with this, perturbation of the stress and 417 

strain patterns ahead of the upward propagating fault tip is expected. Indeed, this kind of stress and 418 

strain perturbation has been documented in many km-scale fault propagation anticlines (e.g. 419 

Bellahsen et al., 2006b; Amrouch et al., 2010a; Beaudoin et al., 2012; Tavani et al., 2006a), 420 

essentially in agreement with the fact that almost layer-parallel shortening is imposed during the 421 

early stages of fault propagation, accompanied by either along-strike or vertical elongation. 422 

 Although in different ways, both in trishear and double-edge fault propagation folding the 423 

development of a footwall syncline may occur. A given layer, which has firstly experienced 424 

shortening, with approaching the fault tip becomes part of the footwall syncline and experiences 425 

layer-parallel stretching and thinning. This can be particularly intense in the footwall syncline of 426 

trishear fault propagation anticlines (e.g. Mitra and Miller, 2013), as documented by extensional 427 

structures accommodating layer-parallel stretching in the synclinal areas underlying the main thrust 428 

ramp (e.g. Gutiérrez-Alonso and Gross, 1999; McQuarrie and Davis, 2002). 429 

 430 

2.5 Fold tightening 431 

A fold grows until limb rotation and strata curvature cannot accommodate shortening 432 

anymore.  At that stage, which reflects a kind of “locking” of the fold, the rock mass still undergoes 433 

shortening, but the contraction that initiated the fold is now oriented at a high angle to bedding. This 434 

leads to a late stage of fold tightening during which strata are not tilted anymore and shortening is 435 

accommodated by deformation structures that cut across the strata irrespective of bedding dip. They 436 

are typically fore-thrusts and back-thrusts occurring respectively in the forelimbs and backlimbs of 437 

folds (e.g. Gutiérrez-Alonso and Gross, 1999; Tavani et al., 2008), bedding-parallel pressure 438 

solution cleavages offsetting pre- to syn-folding deformation structures (e.g. Tavarnelli, 1997), or 439 

conjugate strike-slip faults recording a sub-horizontal maximum principal axis of the stress ellipsoid 440 

(e.g. Allmendinger, 1982; Tavani et al., 2008; Amrouch et al., 2010a, 2011; Lacombe et al., 2011; 441 



Casini et al., 2011; Beaudoin et al., 2012). It is worth noting that, in many cases, thrusts occurring 442 

during fold tightening are formed by strands of reactivated inherited syn-orogenic deformation 443 

structures (e.g. Tavani et al., 2008; Petracchini et al., 2012), which link to form a larger fault.  444 

 445 

2.6 Gravity driven extensional deformation 446 

 During thrusting and folding in the foredeep and foreland basin of thrust-fold belts, the dip of 447 

the regional monocline and the associated subsidence rate determine either a positive or a negative 448 

fold total uplift (Doglioni and Prosser, 1997; Doglioni et al., 1999). Positive uplift can trigger 449 

gravity-driven deformation that mostly affects the shallower portions of fold limbs (e.g. Morley, 450 

2007; Laird and Morley, 2011) or strongly plunging periclinal areas (Guillaume et al., 2008), where 451 

longitudinal and transverse extensional faults develop, respectively. While such well-developed 452 

extensional faults are predominantly a deepwater fold feature, there are also few examples of 453 

extensional faults affecting anticlines in continental settings, triggered by gravity (e.g. Tavani et al., 454 

In Press a). 455 

 456 

2.7 Role of structural inheritance 457 

 Structural inheritance can make difficult the unequivocal identification of the relative 458 

chronology among deformation structures because crosscutting and abutting relationships can be 459 

significantly altered during multiple reactivations. Moreover, both field investigations (Bergbauer 460 

and Pollard, 2004) and geomechanical models (Guiton et al., 2003a,b; Sassi et al., 2012) suggest 461 

that re-activation of pre-folding deformation structures, whatever their origin, may inhibit the 462 

development of classical folding-related deformation patterns.  463 

 In the frontal region of orogenic systems, underthrusting of the lower plate causes translation 464 

of rock containing transverse joints, formed during along-strike stretching, into the LPS domain. 465 

There, they can provide properly oriented mechanical discontinuities able to favour precipitation of 466 

calcite removed by pressure solution. Accordingly, it may be argued that veins near nearly 467 



perpendicular to both bedding and pressure solution cleavages, could actually result from inherited 468 

joint re-opening perpendicularly to s2 rather than new tensileextensional fracturing. This inference, 469 

however, is partly confuted by the observation that pressure solution cleavages and transverse veins 470 

frequently display mutual cross-cutting relationships, indicating their synchronous development. 471 

This evidence indicates that, although many transverse veins associated with pressure solution 472 

cleavages could have been inherited from the previous along-foredeep stretching or foreland-473 

flexuring stages, their re-opening occurs in a stress field where s3 remains sub-horizontal. 474 

When the shortening direction is roughly perpendicular to the trend of the475

foredeep/peripheral bulge system, s1 strikes perpendicular to foreland-flexure-related longitudinal 476 

extensional deformation structures when they enter the LPS domain, thus ruling out any possible 477 

strike-slip reactivation. Inherited longitudinal joints can be reactivated as pressure solution surfaces 478 

(Railsback and Andrews, 1995). Depending on their strength (Sibson, 1985; 1995), longitudinal 479 

faults can: (i) be not reactivated, (ii) induce buttressing, (iii) be positively inverted, or (iv) exhibit 480 

mixed behaviours (e.g. Coward et al., 1989; Glen et al., 2005) (Fig. 14). Poor LPS-related 481 

deformation occurring in a strike-slip stress field configuration, with no positive inversion of 482 

foreland-flexure extensional faults, is described in the Khaviz anticline of the Zagros (e.g. 483 

Wennberg et al., 2006). Buttressing against foreland-flexure-related extensional faults is 484 

documented when they cut across several layers or approach a basin scale size (e.g. Scisciani et al., 485 

2002). Buttressing can also produce overprinting of fault surfaces by pressure solution, and creation 486 

of slickolites (Tavani et al., 2012a). Three scenarios may be envisaged for positive fault inversion 487 

(Fig. 14): (1) it occurs while LPS produces little or no deformation structures; it occurs while LPS 488 

produces significant deformation structures associated with either sub-vertical s2 (2) or s3 (3). The 489 

first case has been described in the Boltaña anticline of the Spanish Pyrenees (Tavani et al., 2012b), 490 

where only few of the abundant foreland-flexure extensional longitudinal faults have been 491 

positively inverted and compressional deformation structures rarely occur. Case 2 is that of the 492 

Northern Apennines where, with few local exceptions, layer parallel shortening has occurred in a 493 



strike-slip stress field configuration (Tavani et al., 2008, 2012a). In that area, foreland-flexure 494 

extensional faults are described (Tavarnelli and Peacock, 1999) and few of them have been inverted 495 

(Tavani et al., 2012a). The same has been documented in the foreland area ahead of the Cantabrian 496 

domain of the Pyrenean Orogen (Quintà and Tavani, 2012), where positive inversion of foreland 497 

flexure extensional faults occurred both in the presence of pressure solution cleavages/strike-slip 498 

faults (i.e. case 2) and in the absence of any compressive/strike-slip structure (case 1). 499 

 Thrusting and onset of previously described syn-folding deformation implies that early-500 

orogenic structures, including those developed during pre- to early-folding LPS, are tilted together 501 

with layers and can undergo reactivation, typically by positive inversion of inherited longitudinal 502 

extensional deformation structures and by further compression or shearing of deformation structures 503 

developed during the LPS stage. Syn-folding tangential longitudinal strain induces outer-arc 504 

extension and inner arc compression, and this can imply: (1) extensional reactivation of inherited 505 

longitudinal extensional structures; (2) extensional reactivation of inherited compressional 506 

structures developed during LPS (i.e. longitudinal reverse faults and longitudinal pressure solution 507 

cleavages); (3) contractional/strike-slip reactivation of inherited contractional/strike-slip structures 508 

developed during LPS; and (4) positive inversion of inherited longitudinal extensional structures. 509 

Similarly, during fold tightening and footwall syncline stretching, inherited longitudinal structures 510 

become favourably oriented with respect to the active stress field, allowing for their reactivation. In 511 

essence, field evidence indicates that during folding the inherited longitudinal compressional and 512 

extensional structures may undergo both extensional and compressional reactivation (e.g. Graham 513 

et al., 2003; Bellahsen et al., 2006a; Amrouch et al., 2010a; Beaudoin et al., 2012; Tavani et al., 514 

2012b), while conjugate strike-slip faults can undergo only strike-slip reactivation, with the syn-515 

folding reactivation of pre-folding structures inhibiting the development of syn-folding sensu strictu 516 

deformation structures.  517 

 Occurrence of pre-orogenic deformation structures can further modify, and make more 518 

complex, the deformation patterns illustrated above. The simplest case is one in which inheritance 519 



includes deformation structures oriented approximately parallel and/or perpendicular to the trend of 520 

the foredeep-belt system. In this case, inherited structures can be reactivated with an extensional 521 

kinematics during foreland flexuring and/or along foredeep stretching. During the pre-folding and 522 

the syn-folding LPS stages, the reactivation scenarios illustrated for the early orogenic extensional 523 

deformation structures also apply to these pre-orogenic inherited ones. An example is provided by 524 

the Bristol Channel (e.g. Nemčok et al. 1995; Dart et al., 1995; Kelly et al. 1999), where pre-525 

orogenic inherited faults are almost perpendicular to the shortening direction and buttressing and 526 

positive inversion is accompanied by the development of reverse and, mostly, strike-slip faults. 527 

Another example involving pre-orogenic extensional structures oriented almost perpendicular to the 528 

shortening direction is the Cotiella extensional rollover in the Pyrenees (Tavani et al., In Press b). 529 

There, the dense network of inherited extensional faults and joints has been tilted during basin 530 

inversion and only very few faults show evidence of positive inversion. More complex are all those 531 

frameworks in which structural inheritance is oblique to the convergence direction, as a wide range 532 

of scenarios spanning from oblique inversion to fully strike-slip reactivation can occur. As an 533 

example, in the Sant Corneli-Boixòls oblique inversion anticline of the Spanish Pyrenees, pre-534 

orogenic extensional faults are widespread and strike at about 45° to the shortening direction. 535 

Positive inversion of the basin-boundary buried fault zone caused strike-slip reactivation of 536 

inherited deformation structures, synchronously with the development of transverse veins and 537 

joints, and rare pressure solution cleavages. This pattern indicates that fault inversion was 538 

accompanied by a “weak” LPS, occurring in a strike-slip stress field configuration (Tavani et al., 539 

2011a). A similar oblique framework is observed in the outer portion of the western Pyrenean 540 

Orogen, in the Cantabrian Mountains (Quintà and Tavani, 2012). Widespread extensional features 541 

developed during foreland flexuring and along-foredeep stretching are preserved in this area and 542 

strike perpendicular and parallel to the shortening direction, respectively. These early-orogenic 543 

deformation structures tend to rotate when approaching pre-existing fractures and their angle to the 544 

shortening direction becomes about 20-30°, instead of 45°. This behaviour indicates that structural 545 



inheritance can locally influence the orientation of a newly developed stress field (Bergbauer and 546 

Pollard, 2004). On the other hand, the inherited deformation pattern appears to have no effect on the 547 

stress field orientation during the subsequent LPS stage, when it underwent strike-slip reactivation 548 

(Quintà and Tavani, 2012). In the same region, but in an innermost position within the belt, two 549 

mutually orthogonal sets of pre-orogenic extensional faults and joints form an angle of about 20-30° 550 

and 60-70° with the shortening direction, respectively. They were re-activated as extensional 551 

features during foreland flexuring and along-foredeep stretching, and as strike-slip faults during 552 

shortening, and prevented development of newly formed deformation structures (Tavani and 553 

Muñoz, 2012). 554 

 Structural inheritance can occur only at specific levels of sequences undergoing contraction 555 

(typically the lower part and/or the basement), favouring vertical decoupling of stress and strain 556 

patterns (e.g. Keating et al., 2012). Furthermore, thrust development by re-activation and linkage of 557 

obliquely striking pre-orogenic deformation structures can induce local stress and strain patterns 558 

only in the folded areas surrounding the reactivated structures (e.g. Ahmadhadi et al., 2008; 559 

Carminati et al., 2013). Analogously, whatever their origin, salients, recesses, and oblique-lateral 560 

ramps, can induce local progressive rotations of both stress field and inherited early-orogenic to 561 

early folding deformation structures, so that complex but local reactivation patterns are expected in 562 

these areas.  563 

 564 

2.8 Paleostress regimes from striated faults in fold-thrust belts 565 

 Whatever technique is used (e.g. Célérier et al., 2012) to invert fault slip data, and despite the 566 

still ongoing debate on whether these methods actually provides information on either stress or 567 

strain, or even strain rates (e.g., Twiss and Unruh, 1998; Lacombe, 2012), a wealth of paleostress 568 

reconstructions have been carried out worldwide in various tectonic settings over the last decades, 569 

providing results that are consistent with the orientations of related stylolites and joints (e.g. Sperner 570 

and Zweigel, 2010; Lacombe, 2012). 571 



The compilation of Lisle et al. (2006) shows a steeply plunging principal axis of the 572 

paleostress fields obtained in most reconstructions, thus validating the classical hypothesis of 573 

Andersonian stress regimes. As stated before, in weakly deformed forelands Andersonian faulting is 574 

supported by widespread near vertical jointing, a condition that is most likely if one of the principal 575 

axes of the stress ellipsoid is vertical. On the other hand, in fold-thrust belts, where deformation 576 

intensity is much higher, even though the far-field stress is of Andersonian type, numerical models 577 

show an increased complexity caused by the evolution of flexural-slip folding of multilayers with 578 

variable mechanical stratigraphy (e.g. Sanz et al., 2008). In particular, stress field inversion 579 

supporting the inference of a principal axis of the stress ellipsoid perpendicular to bedding and the 580 

other two lying on the bedding surfaces, yield Andersonian environmental conditions only after 581 

unfolding, which in turn implicitly leads to consider them as pre- or early-folding. 582 

Although this view has provided in most cases reliable first-order geodynamic 583 

interpretations, the well-known occurrence of bedding-parallel stress channeling (e.g. Mandl, 2000) 584 

implies possible deviations from Andersonian conditions, at least at the scale of thrust-related folds. 585 

Such an ambiguity is not easy to resolve, as indicated by the case of NW Taiwan, where analysis of 586 

striated small-scale thrust faults and bedding parallel slip surfaces, both in their current orientations 587 

as well as after bedding restoration to the horizontal (unfolding), always provided a sub-horizontal 588 

s1 (Lacombe et al., 2003).  589 

Regardless of the relative timing of faulting and folding, it is interesting to note that 590 

paleostress inversion techniques commonly provide a near bedding-parallel s1 paired with a 591 

variability of the orientation of s2 and s3. In the Taiwan case, s2 is commonly vertical, therefore 592 

indicating a strike-slip stress field configuration during thrust emplacement in regions where the 593 

trend of the mountain front relative to the regional compression is oblique and/ or in regions 594 

undergoing incipient lateral extrusion like SW Taiwan. In contrast, near vertical s3 is obtained in 595 

regions where pre-orogenic extensional basins are inverted (Mouthereau et al 2002). 596 



Another evidence for switching between the minor and intermediate axes of the stress 597 

ellipsoid within orogenic systems is provided by the Bighorn basin within the Laramide belt in 598 

western USA, as documented in multiple works (e.g., Varga, 1993; Erslev and Koenig, 2009; Neely 599 

and Erslev, 2009; Amrouch et al., 2010a; Beaudoin et al., 2012; Weil et al., 2014). At the regional 600 

scale, the fault pattern includes conjugate dip-slip reverse faults at acute angles to bedding, which 601 

accommodated minor LPS and vertical thickening, and conjugate strike-slip faults at high angles to 602 

bedding that accommodated minor LPS and belt-parallel extension, both systems indicating an early 603 

LPS, prior to and synchronous with initial arch development. Estimated stress ratios are generally 604 

low, indicating similar magnitudes of s2 and s3. At the scale of individual structures, more detailed 605 

analyses document also late- to post-folding fault arrays that still support the occurrence of both 606 

compressional and strike-slip stress field configurations (Amrouch et al., 2010a; Beaudoin et al., 607 

2012). In the Fars province of the Zagros belt (Iran), paleostress reconstructions using striated faults 608 

reveal the presence of both compressional and strike-slip stress field configurations in response to 609 

the Neogene and still ongoing collision of the Arabian and Eurasian plates. This coexistence 610 

accounts for the kinematics of the major faults and for the combination of strike-slip and thrust-type 611 

focal mechanisms of earthquakes whatever their magnitudes and focal depths, and whether they 612 

occur in the sedimentary cover or in the basement (Lacombe et al. 2006). The inversion of fault-slip 613 

data also reveals low stress ellipsoid shape ratios (being the shape ratio=[s2-s1]/[ s3-s1]), which 614 

suggests that s2/s3 permutations allow for the coexistence of compressional and strike-slip regime 615 

with a nearly constant sub-horizontal σ1. Very similar results were obtained by using 616 

microstructures such as calcite twins (Lacombe et al., 2007).  617 

 In the Jura region of the Alps (eastern France-Switzerland), the stress field evolution induced 618 

by the Miocene compression was studied in detail by Homberg et al. (1999, 2002). The authors 619 

show that, before folding, there was a strike-slip stress field configuration with a fan-shaped 620 

distribution of s1 trajectories related to the indentation of the future Jura domain by its hinterland. 621 

In contrast, during and after the main folding phase, the stress configuration remained of strike-slip 622 



type in the flat-lying and weakly deformed parts of the external Jura (‘‘Jura des Plateaux’’), while in 623 

the internal part of the belt (“Folded  Jura”) and near to major thrusts of the external Jura, a 624 

replacement by a compressional or transpressional stress configuration occurred. 625 

 From this brief description above we note the widespread occurrence, and even prevalence, of 626 

strike-slip stress configurations within thrust-fold belts and their forelands, away from major thrust 627 

systems. 628 

 629 

3 Discussion 630 

 Following from field evidence presented in the previous sections, we now attempt to 631 

reconstruct the stress field evolution for a given volume of a fully lithified carbonate-dominated 632 

sedimentary succession, from the foreland flexuring stage to thrust fault nucleation and fold 633 

amplification (Fig. 15). For this purpose, we use the equations of linear elasticity linking stress and 634 

strain in isotropic and homogeneous materials (e.g. Turcotte and Schubert, 1982; Price and 635 

Cosgrove, 1990), which are illustrated in Figure 16a. In the pre-orogenic stress field configuration, 636 

the overburden load is the only significant acting force and, accordingly, s1 is vertical, i.e. parallel 637 

to the Z axis of our coordinate frame (i.e. Fig. 15a, time T0). No significant lateral rock expansion 638 

is allowed along X and Y directions and, assuming that inelastic deformation is negligible at this 639 

stage, it follows from equations 1 to 4 in Figure 16a that sub-horizontal s2 and s3 have the same 640 

magnitude. The onset of tangential-longitudinal strain due to foreland flexuring (Fig. 15a, time T1) 641 

and, possibly, slab pull (e.g. Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2002), causes the reduction of sx 642 

(equation 3 in Figure 16a), which becomes the minimum stress and may attain negative values. 643 

During this stage the magnitude of sz remains approximately unaltered, while that of sy slightly 644 

reduces (less than that of sx) due to the influence of the negative sx (equation 4 Figure 16a). 645 

Accordingly, during this stage sz and sy are the principal axes s1 and s2 of the stress ellipsoid, 646 

respectively. The onset of inelastic deformation, mostly consisting of longitudinal jointing, veining 647 

and faulting, can alter the relationships between the increment of ex and the variation of sx and sy, 648 



possibly inhibiting the decrease of the latter. At this stage, permutations between sy (s2) and sx (s3) 649 

are allowed only at the local scale because of joint-associated stress release (Hancock, 1985; Bai et 650 

al., 2002) and/or release faulting (Destro, 1995). Approaching the compressive deformation front 651 

(time T2 in Figure 15a) the elastic portion of the previously acquired negative ex is progressively 652 

removed and sx tends to increase, possibly recovering its pre-orogenic value when the contribution 653 

of slab pull was negligible. Contextually, the vertical load (sz) increases because of sedimentation 654 

and infill of the foreland basin. The considered rock volume then enters into the layer-parallel 655 

shortening domain, where X-directed shortening (i.e. positive ex) causes an increase of sx, which 656 

firstly becomes the principal axis s2 at stage T3, and then s1 at stage T4. If along-strike stretching 657 

occurs between the foreland flexuring stage and the LPS stage, a negative stress component is 658 

added along the Y-axis, and the switching between s2 and s3, with the latter possibly becoming 659 

negative, occurs before the material starts to undergo LPS. Accordingly, at time T4 (Fig. 15a) the 660 

stress field configuration is strike-slip as sz is greater than sy. The site (i.e., X-position) where this 661 

permutation occurs depends on the vertical load, and on the depth. 662 

Now let us consider what happens after T4 by using two end-member behaviours, 663 

involving elastic and inelastic deformation pathways (e.g. Guiton et al., 2003a). In the first case, 664 

shortening and stress building up along the X-direction imply expansion along the Y-direction that, 665 

as the material is laterally confined (or as soon as lateral expansion exceeds along-foredeep 666 

stretching), causes the increase of sy (equation 4 of Figure 16a) until interchange between sy and sz 667 

occurs, and sy becomes the intermediate principal axis of the stress ellipsoid s2, while sz becomes 668 

s3 (T5 in Figure 15a). The position within the orogenic system where this permutation occurs 669 

depends on ex, the vertical load, and the elastic properties of the rocks (i.e. Young's modulus and 670 

Poisson ratio) (equation 4 of Figure 16a). Quite similar is the path followed in the second case, 671 

where permanent deformation occurs. In fact, after time T4 (Fig. 15a) the increase of ex leads to 672 

strike-slip faulting and, particularly in carbonate layers, development of pressure solution cleavage 673 

and related veins. Both types of inelastic deformation cause: (1) energy dissipation, which has the 674 



effect of reducing the ratio between stress and strain increment along the X-direction; (2) expansion 675 

of material along the Y direction (Fig. 16b), which produces an increase of sy until it equals sz at 676 

time T5. Further increase of sy during inelastic deformation is ensured by the occurrence of 677 

previously developed strike-slip faults and transverse joints. In fact, there is a transitional area 678 

where, although the stress configuration is compressive, reactivation of strike-slip faults containing 679 

sz (i.e. s3) is more favourable with respect to the development of new reverse faults containing sy 680 

(i.e. s2) (Fig. 16b). Similarly, the occurrence of bedding-perpendicular, low cohesion joints can 681 

favour the re-opening of the transverse set, oriented perpendicular to sy (i.e. s2) instead of the 682 

formation and subsequent mineral infilling of bedding-parallel joints. According to the field 683 

evidence from several thrust-related anticlines that the compressive stress configuration has never 684 

been reached, we suggest that major thrusting can occur either somewhere in between T4 and T5 or 685 

slightly after T5, i.e. both in strike-slip and compressive stress configurations. This is, for example, 686 

consistent with earthquake data from the Zagros, where coeval reverse and strike-slip faulting is 687 

documented at depth (e.g. Hessami et al., 2001). 688 

 Let us now consider the effect of folding-related deformation mechanisms on the two possible 689 

states of stress, i.e. compressive and strike-slip (Fig. 15b). In thrust-related anticlines oriented 690 

approximately perpendicular to the regional transport direction, inner-arc compression, fold 691 

tightening and compression ahead of the propagating fault tip, imply the local increase of sx and sy 692 

both during elastic and inelastic deformation. If the state of stress is of strike-slip type, the 693 

mechanisms discussed above can locally turn it into a compressive state, due to the effect that an 694 

increase of ex exerts on sy. Possibly, axis-parallel stretching generated by development of folds with 695 

curved hinge lines, can operate against the permutation between s2 and s3. If the state of stress is of 696 

compressive type, inner-arc compression, fold tightening and compression ahead of the propagating 697 

fault tip simply imply an increase of the maximum acting stress. If along-fold stretching occurs, the 698 

state of stress can become strike-slip. In the case of syn-folding LPS (Fig. 15b), minor 699 

modifications can occur, as the overall magnitude of sx changes slightly during folding. In the case 700 



of hinge-perpendicular stretching associated with outer-arc extension in a strike-slip regional stress 701 

field configuration, reduction of ex causes the reduction of sx until this stress component switches to 702 

s2 and sz becomes s1 (Fig. 15b). Transversal extensional faults, joints, and veins, oriented 703 

perpendicular to the fold strike, may develop at this stage. A further decrease of ex leads sx to 704 

eventually become smaller than sy, which becomes the intermediate principal axis of the stress 705 

ellipsoid s2, while sx becomes s3. Longitudinal extensional deformation structures can form at this 706 

stage. When the starting stress configuration is compressive, according to equations 3 and 4 (Fig. 707 

15a) the reduction of ex causes a decrease of both sx and sy, with the latter becoming smaller than 708 

the vertical load sooner than the former. As a consequence, the reduction of ex turns the stress state 709 

into a strike-slip configuration and for further decreases of ex the stress field evolution follows that 710 

described above. However, this is valid only if no permanent deformation has occurred before 711 

hinge-perpendicular extension and the stress-strain relationships are entirely determined by elastic 712 

laws, which is a very crude oversimplification. The opposite end-member framework is one in 713 

which X-directed shortening has been mostly accommodated by inelastic deformation and the 714 

increase of sy has been mostly achieved by the inhibition of Y-directed expansion produced by 715 

strike-slip faulting and pressure solution cleavage-vein development (Fig. 16b). In this case, the 716 

reduction of sy requires the reactivation, with opposite senses of motion, of strike-slip faults, a field 717 

case that has not yet been reported, indicating that the reduction in the magnitude of sy during 718 

hinge-perpendicular extension almost entirely relies on the elastic part of the system, which is not 719 

the dominant one. Accordingly, when sy greatly exceeds sz hinge perpendicular stretching can 720 

cause the interchange between s1 and s2, with sx becoming s2 and sy becoming s1, without being 721 

preceded by an early permutation between sy and sz. Reverse faults and pressure solution cleavages 722 

accommodating along-strike compression, possibly accompanied by the development of sub-723 

horizontal veins, could form at this stage, particularly in the case of fluid-assisted deformation. A 724 

further decrease of sx would lead it to become the minimum principal axis of the stress ellipsoid s3, 725 



while sz becomes s2. Accordingly, strike-slip faults accommodating along-strike shortening would 726 

form. It is worth mentioning that, despite their mechanical feasibility, the along-strike 727 

compressional deformation structures predicted above are not common in thrust-related folds (e.g. 728 

Price and Cosgrove, 1990). This may relate to: (1) the axial parallel principal axis of the stress 729 

ellipsoid has always magnitudes that do not allow extensional and shear failure; however pressure 730 

solution cleavage development should develop in carbonate rocks and this makes option 1 quite 731 

unlikely; (2) fold axial stretching always ensures an early switching between the minimum and the 732 

intermediate stress axes, a possibility that is not favoured in the cylindrical or sub-cylindrical 733 

portions of folds, where axial stretching is expected to be negligible; (3) the stress field 734 

configuration is never of compressive type, or (4) it is of compressive type but inelastic deformation 735 

during stress build up is negligible and the decrease of ex during hinge-perpendicular stretching 736 

rapidly drives the stress configuration to a strike-slip type. Options 2, 3 and 4 appear to be more 737 

reasonable. This means that the onset of thrusting can occur in a compressional stress field 738 

configuration where, at the scale of the fold, the difference between the minimum and intermediate 739 

principal axes of the stress ellipsoid should be sufficiently small to allow either the “elastic” 740 

discharge of ex or the along-fold stretching to cause a decrease of sy down to its rapid permutation 741 

with sz. 742 

 Following the discussion above, it may be suggested that, during thrusting, the hanging wall 743 

material experiences a near subcritical state of stress that can have either a strike-slip or 744 

compressional configuration but, in the latter case, the difference between the magnitude of the 745 

minimum and intermediate principal axes of the stress ellipsoid is likely to be small. The key to 746 

understand how a thrust fault can nucleate in a strike-slip stress configuration is the state of stress 747 

during the LPS stage. Consider a layered material undergoing X-directed layer-parallel shortening 748 

above a sub-horizontal layer parallel décollement (Fig. 17a). The amount of X-directed shortening 749 

at the right edge of the model (x=0) is D and remains constant along the vertical direction. At a 750 

certain position (x=L), the displacement along the décollement has been entirely accommodated by 751 



both reversible and irreversible deformation. Accordingly, the integral of the strain along the X 752 

direction, computed between 0 and L, must be equal to D in all the layers (equation 5 of Figure 753 

17b). It is intuitive that for the same stratigraphic level (i.e. at a constant depth) the amount of X-754 

directed strain must reduce forelandward (equation 6 of Figure 20b), as supported by field 755 

observations (e.g. Holl and Anastasio, 1995; Sans et al., 2003). Moreover, to avoid hinterland-ward 756 

layer-parallel shear, which is infrequently reported in foreland areas, the sum of strain accumulated 757 

at a given x coordinate (x1) must increase or remain constant as depth increases (equation 7 of 758 

Figure 20b). In agreement with equations 5 to 7, the vertical profile of ex =0 can have and 759 

hinterland-ward concave shape, imposing that the maximum ex in the inner side of the multilayer 760 

can increase downward (Fig. 17c). If we assume that in the outer sector of the model and with the 761 

exception of the uppermost unlithified stratigraphic layers, inelastic deformation does not take 762 

place, imposing sx = sz in equation 3 allows one to derive exs (equation 8 in figure 17b), i.e. the 763 

strain value at which a strike-slip stress configuration starts to be active. The hinterlandward 764 

increasing value of ex (Fig. 17c) and the dependence of exs on the elastic parameters of the rocks, 765 

impose that the transition from extensional to strike-slip stress configurations can have a saw-tooth 766 

shape and hinterland-ward dipping cross-sectional profile (Fig. 17d). A similar behaviour cannot be 767 

inferred for the transition between strike-slip and compressional stress field configurations. In this 768 

case, in fact, it must be remarked that: (1) in the inner sector of the model, strain can increase 769 

downward (Fig. 17c); (2) in the strike-slip sector, irreversible deformation occurs, thus preventing 770 

the possibility to apply linear elasticity. The combined effect of these processes can lead to a 771 

foreland-dipping boundary between strike-slip and dip-slip stress configuration domains (Fig. 17d). 772 

Also in this case a saw-tooth shape is expected, being produced by the alternance of different 773 

mechanical units. In essence, and depending on the mechanical properties of the layers, it is 774 

possible to predict the presence of a compressional stress field configuration for some layers at 775 

depth, overlain by a wide volume dominated by a mostly strike-slip stress configuration. In 776 

addition, layer-parallel decollements may have a variable dip controlled by the foreland regional 777 



monocline (e.g. Mariotti and Doglioni, 2000), which causes along-dip variations in the vertical load 778 

and thus influences the position of exs and, possibly, causes the widening of the area where the 779 

strike-slip configuration occurs. Eventually, strike-slip and compressive stress configurations can 780 

occur in layers with different mechanical properties but located at the same place (i.e. X and Z 781 

coordinates). An example of this lithologically-controlled switch between strike-slip and 782 

compressive stress field configurations during LPS occurs in the Scaglia Formation of the Northern 783 

Apennines, which consists of well layered limestones and marls with interbedded chert layers. In 784 

the latter, shortening is mainly accommodated by reverse faults, while shortening in the carbonate 785 

beds immediately above and below is accommodated by pressure solution cleavages (Alvarez et al., 786 

1976); which are associated with bedding-perpendicular veins. Such a framework, where the 787 

shortening direction is the same in the different beds, indicates a strike-slip stress configuration in 788 

the limestone, which caused permanent deformation preventing the transition to a compressive 789 

stress field configuration. On the other hand, a compressional stress field configuration occurred in 790 

the chert, where no permanent deformation occurred before compressive failure. At a larger scale, 791 

this scenario is consistent with the observation that reverse fault nucleation tends to occur in stiff 792 

layers (e.g. Eisenstadt and De Paor, 1987; Chester et al., 1991). There, high values of the Young 793 

modulus imply the onset of a compressive stress field while the stress configuration in the 794 

surrounding layers is still strike-slip (equation 8 of Figure 17b). After thrust ramp nucleation and 795 

propagation (upward and, in some cases, downward to link with the basal decollement level; e.g. 796 

Williams and Chapman, 1983; Eisenstadt and De Paor, 1987; Ellis and Dunlap, 1988; Morley, 1994; 797 

McConnell et al., 1997; Storti et al., 1997), the increase of displacement applied to the edge of the 798 

model (i.e. D in Figure 17a) no longer implies an increase of stress in the faulted layers because it is 799 

mostly accommodated by slip along the fault. Conversely, the unfaulted layers experience 800 

increasing strain, which is essentially the reason for the syn-folding layer-parallel shortening 801 

documented in the previous sections. It is worth noting that, as the displacement applied to the edge 802 

of the model increases, the amount of syn-folding strain in the unfaulted layers increases throught 803 



time until the thrust ramp cuts through them (e.g. Tavani et al., 2006b). Such a strain increase has to 804 

occur specifically ahead of the propagating fault tip. This area is in fact the process zone of the 805 

fault, where fracturing is expected to occur in order to accommodate the relative displacement 806 

between hanging wall and footwall in the lack of a localised fault zone (e.g. Cowie and Scholz, 807 

1992), as predicted in trishear fault propagation folding (e.g. Erslev, 1991; Allmendinger, 1998). 808 

 We have shown that a thrust ramp can nucleate in a strike-slip stress field configuration, 809 

where local compressional stress conditions may exist because of combined depth and lithological 810 

effects. This vertical transition from strike-slip to compression at depth has been documented for 811 

example in an active thrust-related anticline of the Apennines, where transition from strike-slip to 812 

extension in the uppermost levels also occurs (Carminati et al., 2010). Our observations also fit 813 

leak-off tests performed in wells of active thrust-belts, which frequently indicate that the horizontal 814 

stress can be the minimum stress component (e.g. Couzens-Schultz and Chan, 2010). 815 

 When the role of inherited deformation structures is taken into account, a compressive stress 816 

configuration may be not required for triggering thrusting, as supported by previously described 817 

field examples showing that inversion tectonics mostly occurs with weak contractional/strike slip 818 

deformation. Generally, stress and fluid conditions may favour the reactivation of inherited low-819 

cohesion and low-friction faults instead of the development of new ones (e.g. Sibson, 1985, 1995). 820 

This process includes the possibility of reactivating surfaces that do not contain the intermediate 821 

principal stress axis (e.g. Blenkinsop, 2008). This is illustrated in figure 17e, where it is shown that, 822 

in a strike-slip stress field configuration, progressive stress build up can lead to the reactivation of 823 

an inherited normal fault containing the minimum principal stress axis (s3). Accordingly, and due to 824 

the positive influence exerted by inherited and precursory fractures in favouring the nucleation and 825 

propagation of faults (e.g. Kim et al., 2003; Crider and Peacock, 2004; Shiner et al., 2004; Healy et 826 

al., 2006; Nenna and Aydin, 2011), the occurrence of longitudinal inheritance can favour thrust fault 827 

nucleation (Fig. 18a). Strain oriented parallel to the slip direction, which occurs at the tip of 828 

positively inverted faults or in the overstep area between them, produces local perturbations of the 829 



stress field (e.g. Pollard and Segall, 1987). This causes: (i) the development of dilational and 830 

contractional areas emanating from the tip of the fault (Fig. 18b), and (ii) the rotation of the 831 

maximum stress axis that can attain a favourable angle with respect to layers, allowing slip along 832 

bedding surfaces (Fig. 18c). In the case of fault inversion within the framework of a strike-slip 833 

stress field configuration, process (i) can cause the local permutation between minimum and 834 

intermediate principal axes of the stress ellipsoid in the dilational areas, favouring the onset of a 835 

compressional stress field around the fault tip and, consequently, the propagation of the fault 836 

through an about 30° dipping, newly formed segment. On the other hand, positive inversion of 837 

widespread inherited deformation structures can occur in a strike-slip stress field configuration by 838 

process (ii). Linkage (Fig. 18d) and/or propagation (Fig. 18e) of positively inverted faults may be 839 

provided either by low-friction bedding surfaces or newly formed fault strands which develop due 840 

to the establishment of a local compressional stress field configuration. It is worth noting that, after 841 

folding of the strata ahead of the upward propagating thrust ramp begins, and depending on the 842 

amount of tilting, any kind of longitudinal structure (i.e. faults, joints, pressure solution cleavage) 843 

can attain a favourable orientation for shear re-activation. Essentially, progressive folding further 844 

facilitates ramp propagation by linkage of a progressively better oriented dense network of 845 

deformation structures. Development of a thrust requires that many inherited extensional faults are 846 

totally or partially inverted, the latter being possibly preserved in the folded hanging wall (Fig. 18f). 847 

This is the case of the southern portion of the Northern Apennines (Fig. 19), where N-S striking 848 

Jurassic extensional faults are exposed in the hanging wall of N-S striking Miocene to Pliocene 849 

thrust-related anticlines (e.g. Pierantoni et al., 2013), and transported forced folds record the early 850 

inversion of these faults, which has occurred in a strike-slip stress field configuration (Tavani et al., 851 

2012a). 852 

 To summarize, thrust nucleation and propagation can be facilitated by the occurrence and 853 

reactivation of inherited pre- and/or early-orogenic deformation structures, whose reactivation 854 

prevents large stress accumulation in the thrust sheets before and during thrusting and folding. The 855 



positive inversion of these inherited deformation patterns, in fact, may occur in a strike slip stress 856 

field configuration as it requires stress magnitudes lower than those necessary to develop a new 857 

thrust. In this case, the hanging wall is dominated by pre-folding structural assemblages, which may 858 

undergo reactivation and modification of the original crosscutting and abutting relationships during 859 

LPS and folding stages. Conversely, when pre- and/or early-orogenic structures are not widespread 860 

or are not systematically reactivated, larger stress accumulations are required to form thrust faults, 861 

so that the stress field can easily reach a compressive configuration and, contextually, LPS and syn-862 

folding patterns are expected to develop in the poorly fractured multilayer. 863 

 864 

Conclusions 865 

 We have shown that deformation patterns characterizing foreland thrust and fold belts indicate 866 

that thrusting occurs both in strike-slip and reverse faulting stress field configurations, i.e. with a 867 

near vertical attitude of the intermediate and minimum principal axis of the stress ellipsoid, 868 

respectively. To address the problem of how thrusts can nucleate in a strike-slip stress field 869 

configuration, we emphasize the fundamental role played by pre- and early-orogenic structural 870 

inheritance on the nucleation and propagation of thrust surfaces. Pre-existing longitudinal 871 

deformation structures can lead to the development of large thrusts and reverse faults even in a fully 872 

strike-slip stress field configuration. Depth and rheology can favour local compressional stress 873 

configuration in the fault process zone, facilitating fault tip migration. During the long-lasting 874 

deformation history of particles migrating from the foreland into the thrust-and-fold belt, different 875 

deformation stages triggered by different stress field configurations occur and imply repeated stress-876 

switching events between the principal axes of the stress ellipsoid, which are fundamentally 877 

influenced by structural inheritance. Since the transmission of orogenic stress and stress build-up 878 

through the cover and the faulted basement of forelands is likely heterogeneous and complex, the 879 

role of deformation structures unrelated to cover folding but linked to far-field orogenic stresses and 880 

foreland flexure has to be carefully considered to build more realistic conceptual models of folding-881 



related fracture pattern evolution. Shearing and reopening of pre-existing vein/fracture sets appear 882 

to be a very important mechanism to control the brittle deformation pattern within fault-related 883 

cover folds. 884 
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Captions 893 

Figure 1 894 

Geometry of deformation structures commonly observed in thrust-related anticlines 895 

 896 

Figure 2 897 

3D scheme showing the architecture of a foreland fold-and-thrust belt and the typical structural 898 

assemblages developing during the five syn-orogenic deformation stages described in this work. 899 

 900 

Figure 3 901 

A) Foreland flexuring extensional deformation stage associated with outer arc extension in the 902 

peripheral bulge. This process leads to the development of longitudinal (i.e. oriented parallel to the 903 

forebulge-foredeep-belt system) extensional structures that, according to their type, can occur at 904 

different locations and depths. Possibly, transverse structures can develop as secondary features. B) 905 

Seismic section across the Duero Foreland Basin (Northern Spain), striking perpendicular to the 906 

trend of the foredeep and showing foreland flexuring related longitudinal extensional faults.  907 

 908 

 909 

Figure 4 910 

Deformation mechanisms allowing the development of transverse extensional structures. On the 911 

left, the stress release mechanism (Bai et al., 2002), where an opening longitudinal joint acts as a 912 

traction-free surface. Along the joints the magnitude of the stress component paralleling the regional 913 

stretching direction becomes zero and an area of stress reduction surrounds the joint. There, 914 

provided the regional s2 is negative, a permutation between the regional s3 and s2 can occur, with 915 

the consequent development of transverse joints. The along strike stretching mechanism (Destro, 916 

1995) is illustrated on the right. There, during faulting the laterally decreasing displacement along 917 

the fault causes fault-parallel lengthening in the hanging-wall. Such lengthening imposes a local 918 



extensional stress oriented perpendicular to the regional s3. Possibly, the same mechanism can 919 

operate in the foot-wall undergoing differential uplift. 920 

 921 

Figure 5 922 

Along-foredeep stretching deformation stage. It occurs because of a foredeep-parallel lengthening 923 

induced by cross-sectional concave shape acquisition of the foredeep. This process can lead to the 924 

development of transverse (i.e. striking perpendicular to the forebulge-foredeep-belt system) 925 

extensional structures that, according to their type, can occur at different locations and depths. 926 

Possibly, longitudinal structures can develop as secondary features. 927 

 928 

Figure 6 929 

A) Line-drawing of an original coerency time-slice in Morley et al. (2014), showing the frontal 930 

portion of a sector of the Brunei deepwater fold and thrust belt, with black lineations indicating 931 

transverse extensional faults within and immediately ahead (to the west) of the frontal anticline, 932 

progressively grading into polygonl faults n the foreland areas. B) Orthophoto (INSTITUTO 933 

GEOGRÁFICO NACIONAL DE ESPAÑA) from the Ebro Foreland Basin flanking to the south the 934 

E-W striking Pyrenean Orogen. The Orthophoto shows the trace of NNW-SSE striking transverse 935 

structures near the town of Vic. C) Photo from the same area, showing that these structures 936 

correspond to tens-meters long joints having well-recognisable plumose structures. 937 

 938 

Figure 7 939 

Layer parallel shortening (LPS) stage. (A) Cross-sectional sector of the foreland fold-and-thrust belt 940 

where LPS occurs. (B) Scheme showing how the layer-parallel shortening essentially occurs to 941 

accommodate forelanward decreasing displacement along a layer-parallel decollement. (C) Micro-942 

scale mechanisms accommodating LPS in granular materials during the first stages of LPS, both 943 

implying volume and porosity reduction. Meso-scale deformation patterns developed during LPS, 944 



implying either layer-parallel (D, E) or layer-perpendicular (F) elongation. 945 

 946 

Figure 8 947 

Abundance, in carbonate strata of six reservoir-scale thrust-related anticlines, of structures 948 

developed during layer parallel shortening and associated with layer-parallel or layer perpendicular 949 

elongation. See text for details 950 

 951 

Figure 9 952 

Tangential-longitudinal strain associated with bending of a beam (A) and of a pile of beams having 953 

an equivalent thickness (B), with formulas relating maximum strain (in the inner and outer arcs), 954 

radius of curvature, and thickness of the beam. Red and blue indicate amount of shortening and 955 

elongation, respectively. (C) Amount of strain ad different distances from the centre of curvature for 956 

models A and B, showing how occurrence of layer-parallel discontinuities reduces the maximum 957 

amount of strain.  958 

 959 

Figure 10 960 

Progressive evolution of the deformation pattern in a multilayer deformed by fixed-hinge folding, 961 

where tangential-longitudinal strain accumulates in the fixed hinge regions, while flexural-slip and 962 

flexural-flow related deformation occurs in the limbs of the fold. 963 

 964 

Figure 11 965 

Progressive evolution of the deformation pattern in a multilayer deformed by active-hinge folding, 966 

where tangential-longitudinal strain and flexural slip/flow occur when hangin-wall material 967 

migrates across a fixed (and active) axial surface. 968 

 969 

Figure 12 970 



Stress channelisation in well layered materials. Bedding surfaces is assumed to have both cohesion 971 

and friction significantly smaller than those of the beds. A stress component is assumed to be 972 

oriented parallel to the section, and the problem is addressed in 2D. Remote 2D maximum and 973 

minimum stress components are oriented horizontal and vertical, respectively, and their values are 974 

indicated in the Mohr-Coulomb diagram. Small circles indicate the state of stress of the bedding 975 

surfaces at different bedding dip values. Yellow circles indicates a sub-critical state of stress while 976 

after certain amount of dip, the bedding surfaces are in a supra-critical state, indicated by orange 977 

circles. To avoid continuous shearing and preserving at the same time the magnitude of the remote 978 

stress field components, the local stress has to reorient and, in particular, the maximum stress 979 

component must reduce its angle with respect to bedding. 980 

 981 

Figure 13 982 

(A) Variability of the angle between pressure solution cleavage and bedding surface at different 983 

bedding dip values across the mountain front anticline of the Northern Apennines (after Tavani et 984 

al., 2012a), with (B) photo showing an example of cleavages oriented obliquely to the bedding. The 985 

figure indicates how pressure solution cleavage tends to have opposite deviations from the bedding-986 

perpendicular direction in the two limbs of the fold. This support a syn-folding origin and indicates 987 

stress channelisation, which stops at about 30°, as indicated by the rather constant angular 988 

relationships between cleavage and bedding after this bedding dip value. 989 

 990 

Figure 14 991 

Examples of possible relationships between LPS pattern and behaviours of inherited longitudinal 992 

extensional faults. A) Pre-LPS extensional fault pattern. B) Faults are not reactivated and LPS 993 

occurs with a near vertical s2. C) Few faults induce buttressing and LPS occurs with a near vertical 994 

s2. D) Few faults are positively inverted, while no fracturing occurs in the surrounding material. 995 

Few faults are positively inverted or reactivated as pressure solution cleavage, and LPS occurs with 996 



a near vertical s2 (E) or near vertical s3 (F). 997 

 998 

Figure 15 999 

Summary of the typical stress evolution during foreland fold and thrust belt development, before 1000 

(A) and during (B) thrusting. 1001 

 1002 

Figure 16 1003 

Mechanisms of stress build-up. A) Equations 1 and 2 provide the elastic stress-strain relationships 1004 

for a material confined along the Y-direction (i.e. ey=0), where increment of ex causes the increment 1005 

of both sx and sy. Combining equations 1 and 2 provides equations 3 and 4, where stress 1006 

components are the explicit parameters. B) Inelastic stress build-up. In a strike-slip stress 1007 

configuration, X-directed shortening achieved by strike-slip faults in a laterally confined material 1008 

implies increase of sy. This mechanism continues to operate also when the stress configuration 1009 

becomes compressive, as when minimum and intermediate stress components have close values the 1010 

re-activation of strike-slip faults can be more favourable than development of new reverse faults. 1011 

 1012 

Figure 17 1013 

Cross-sectional configuration of stress and strain during the layer parallel shortening stage. A) 1014 

Geometry of the hanging wall and coordinates system. B) Equations relating X-oriented strain (ex) 1015 

to X and Z coordinates. Equation 5 results from the observation that the sum of X-directed strains 1016 

must equal the total displacement (D). Equation 6 result from the observation that the amount of 1017 

strain decreases away from the site where shortening is applied. Equation 7 results from the 1018 

observation that, for a fixed X-coordinate, the sum of strain must increase downward to prevent 1019 

hinterlandward shear. Equation 8 provide the value of strain (named exs) at which sx equals sz. 1020 

Strain (C) and stress (D) distribution consistent with equations from 5 to 7. E) Reverse reactivation 1021 

of an inherited longitudinal fault in a strike-slip stress configuration. 1022 



 1023 

Figure 18 1024 

A) Scheme showing thrust nucleation and propagation in a previously fractured rock volume. Stress 1025 

perturbation at the fault tip, with extensional and compressional quadrants (B) and trajectories of 1026 

the regional maximum and intermediate stress axes (C) indicated. D) Linkage of inverted faults 1027 

throughout a layer-parallel decollement or a newly formed faults in the extensional stepover. E) 1028 

Upward propagation of an inverted fault along a layer parallel decollement or a newly formed 1029 

reverse fault. F) Breakthrough in the foot-wall of a positively inverted fault, with geometry after 1030 

hanging wall translation above an upper decollement.  1031 

 1032 

Figure 19 1033 

Cross-section and panoramic photo along the Sibillini Thrust of the Northern Apennines, with fossil 1034 

forced folds associated with the translation of an inverted and then abandoned inherited extensional 1035 

fault.    1036 
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